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SEO DOLPHIN AUTO ALARM MANUAL 

 

1. Switching the alarm on 

To arm the alarm system and lock the car central lock automatically -

quickly press button nr 1 of the remote control. It is signalised with a 

single flash. If after 5sec. (or 38sec. if there is a long factory delay of 

fading interior light set) from pressing the button nr 1, there are still open 

doors or hatches, the system signalises it with five sound impulses and 

switches the door sensors off. Door sensors will be automatically switched 

on when the doors or hatches are closed, which is signalised with a single 

sound (impulse) of the siren. 

Switching additional sensors off 

Press button nr 1 again in 5-25sec. from turning the alarm on to activate 

additional sensors, for example motion detectors (so you may leave a 

child or a dog in the car with the system still operating). Switching 

additional sensors off is confirmed by five sound impulses.  

2. Switching the alarm off 

Quickly press button nr 2 of the remote control to switch the alarm 

system off. It is signalised with a double flash (in case when the alarm 

had gone off– with three flashes and sound impulses). 

 REARMING – (automatic arming of the system) 

When you switch the alarm system off (for example accidentally) and 

within 30sec. no door is opened or ignition activated, the alarm switches 

on automatically and locks the central lock. 

3. Silent or loud mode of switching the alarm on/off 

This function might be programmed by the fitter on his own risk, however 

it is not allowed to use loud mode of switching the alarm on/off in the 

European Union. In order to set loud or silent mode of switching the alarm 

on/off - press both: buttons 1 and 2, but only if such function has been 

activated by the fitter. 

4. PANIC Function (scaring off) 
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This function works only when the alarm is on. Press and hold button 1 

(3sec.) to turn the PANIC function on (holding the button is signalised with 

flashes and sounds). This function is useful while searching the car in the 

parking lot or in order to scare off a person leaning on the car. 

5. Operating the car central lock with the remote control 

Press and hold button 2 (3sec.) to open/close the car central lock without 

activating the alarm. 

DOORS and HATCHES TEST 

While opening a door or a hatch of the car, the diode lights up. This 

means, that given sensor is currently operating. 

6. The history of alarms / alarms limit 

Activate the ignition and press button 2 of the remote control to display 

alarms history in the sequence from the latest to the earliest events. It 

helps to find causes of false alarms (for example: wrong regulation of 

sensors) and most of all indicates the way of an attempted  break-in. Four 

consecutive events are displayed in 5sec. intervals. SINGLE flash of the 

LED indicates activation of the door alarm. DOUBLE flash – the ignition 

alarm, THREE flashes – the alarm from additional sensors, NO flash – the 

alarm has not been activated. Press both buttons 1 and 2 together with 

activating the ignition to erase the memory (while displaying the memory 

it cannot be erased). 

NOTICE: After 8 consecutive alarms the system cuts off additional 

sensors, after 10 alarms the system cuts of door sensors. 

7. Signalising low battery in the remote control 

Five flashes of indicators while activating the alarm indicate low battery in 

the remote control. 

8. Operating car central lock from the ignition 

The alarm has the function to operate car central lock after activating the 

ignition (so called ‘safety lock). 1. Activate the ignition with all doors 

closed to lock the car central lock. This function is useful while driving – it 

prevents from intrusion of undesirable persons while stopping for example 

at pedestrian crossing and also protects a child left on back seats. 2. 
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Activating the ignition with a door opened does not causes locking the 

central lock.  

Activation or deactivation of this function: 1. Activate the ignition, 2. Press 

and hold (5sec.) button 1 in the remote control – the siren signalises a 

change of the function: 3 sounds – the function is off, 6 sounds – the 

function is on. 

9. Remote opening a boot/trunk* 
(this function might be used for remote turning on/off interior lights, operating windows or sunroof) 

The system allows operating an additional channel which enables remote 

opening a boot. In order to open a boot press button 2 thrice while the 

alarm is disarmed. 

10. Emergency switch off the alarm 

It is used for example in case of loosing remotes, by entering PIN CODE. 

Activate and deactivate ignition thrice while the alarm is armed (the siren 

is working) to light the LED for 3sec. – during that time activate ignition, 

so LED starts the count from 1 to 9. Deactivate ignition after required 

amount of flashes (the LED has to fade, otherwise the system abandons 

the procedure) to accept the required digit. Consecutive activation of 

ignition starts generating new LED flashes for entering next digit of the 

code. Enter 4 digits of your individual code programmed by the fitter (PIN 

CODE). It enables using the car without remote controls. Using the remote 

control after this procedure restores natural functioning of the system. 

THE INSTALATOR MAY ACTIVATE ‘INDEPENDENT IMMOBILIZER’ OR 

‘IMMOBILIZER WITH KIDNAPPER’ FUNCTIONS – OTHERWISE FUNCTIONS 

PRESENTED BELOW DOES NOT WORK 

11. Disarming the immobilizer 

Activation of the ignition does not allow to drive the car – first press the 

hidden button of authorisation. Immobilizer function activates by opening 

doors. 

12. Kidnapper deactivation 

Programming – see point 13. Activate the ignition, disarm the immobilizer 

(see point 11). Kidnapper function activates by opening doors while the 
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ignition is activated. In order to deactivate the function press the 

authorisation button. 

 Activation of the kidnapper function is signalised with 3 flashes of 

the LED. If the system is armed, the procedure is the following: after 

15sec. indicators start flashing, after another 15sec. the siren turns on for 

1min.15sec. If we stop the car and turn the ignition off, the kidnapper 

should be deactivated in order to drive the car (the blockade ‘unclasps’ 

the starter). 

13. Programming the immobilizer or the immobilizer with 

the kidnapper 

Pres and hold both buttons of the remote control while the ignition is 

activated to turn the independent immobilizer function on (the sirens 

signalises it with three sounds). Run this procedure with doors open to 

activate the immobilizer with the kidnapper function (the siren signalises it 

with six sounds). 

14. Service condition – turning off independent 

immobilizer/kidnapper functions 

Pres the authorisation button ten times within 10sec. to turn on/off the 

function. 

 

* - indicates an option 


